
1996

Porsche 993 Carrera 4S
Price on request

Delivered new to France-

Original and unmolested example-

Accompanied by its original manual-

Motor sound package -

Marking the end of the water-cooled era of Porsche 911, the 993-generation replaced the outgoing
964-generation in 1994 and remained in production through 1998. Boasting the wider bodywork of
the Turbo with a naturally aspirated engine and four-wheel drive, the Carrera 4S hit a sweet spot
with many enthusiasts, benefitting from the 285-hp Carrera S engine along with the added
practicality and confidence of four-wheel drive.

Delivered new in France on the 12th of april 1996 at Parisian Dealership, this car is originally
finished in Black paint over a matching Black full-leather interior. This 993-generation Porsche 911
Carrera 4S Coupé was originally outfitted with a sunroof, Becker radio with six-disc CD changer,
and pleated leather front and rear seats. What is more, the car offered is equipped with a manual
gearbox.



Sold new through Porsche France in 1996, the car has called France home ever since. Its
accompanying service book shows regular service throughout its life by Porsche dealerships in
both France and Belgium and confirms its current mileage of just under 125,000 km from new. The
car presents well throughout and is a lovely example of its breed. Connoisseurs immediately notice
the spoiler of a Carrera 2S; this was ordered additionally by the then owner during the major
service in 2003.
Now classified by many enthusiasts as a modern-day collectible, these cars offer the perfect
balance between the original, air-cooled 911 ethos and modern practicality.

Representing the end of an era for the 911, the 993-generation is considered to be one of the most
desirable variants of the model and has achieved exceptional collectible status not only for its place
in Porsche history, but for its overall reliability and usability. While the high-horsepower models are
often found preserved in collections, the slightly more pedestrian models were generally put into
regular use by their first owners. Today, two decades after production officially ended, finding a
low-mileage and well-preserved Carrera S or 4S can be difficult. As such, this C4S warrants
serious attention.

OPTIONS:

C05 : France-

602 : araised stop lamp-

650 : Sunroof-

686 : CD-radio Becker Porsche CDR-21-

939 : Pleated leather rear seats-

982 : Pleated leather front seats-

HISTORY RECORD

12/11/1997 : 20.123km-

28/10/1999 : 30.484km-

20/09/2001 : 42.325km-

25/11/2003 : 51.463km-

15/10/2004 : 65.342km-

30/10/2006 : 89.237km (French owner / Belgian dealer service)-

16/02/2010 : 116.181km-

01/03/2019 : 123.370km-

29/09/2020 : Current owner-

Belgian CAR PASS

Specifications

Mark Porsche
Model 993 Carrera 4S

First use 12 / 04 / 1996
Chassis WP0ZZZ99ZTS31468*
Engine 3.598cc flat 6

Transmission Manual gearbox
Mileage 124395 km

Color Schwarz Metallic

https://public.car-pass.be/vhr/ea7cbfc3-811c-4c5c-8b55-98f03e3d653e


Interior Black leather
Power 285 hp

Fuel Gas/Petrol (normal)
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